[Fertility after ectopic pregnancy and indications of ART].
There is no simple answer to the problem of fertility after one ectopic pregnancy. Results reported in the literature have been satisfactory with rate of subsequent pregnancy about 60% and the risk of new ectopic pregnancy (EP) around 28%. We have deliberately excluded studies before 1990 except when the methodology was particularly good or the treatment particularly interesting. Strict and exhaustive criteria were lacking in most of these studies due to widely varying aims, the prospective or retrospective nature of the data, the number of patients included, and varying therapeutic decision-making schemes. Many patients were lost to and no mention is given concerning the proportion of patients who desired a subsequent pregnancy. Infertility factors were not considered in most cases. We were looking for fertility results according to treatment used. Among the 50 studies we retained, pregnancy rates after ectopic pregnancy were satisfactory whatever treatment was used, with laparoscopy being the gold standard. Medical treatment was at least as effective as surgical treatment. Associated infertility factors appeared to be the most important for fertility outcome. It is unfortunate that so few study have analyzed outcome in these patients without considering risks factors of EP, infertility factors and the proportion of women who attempted to conceive again.